seq datasets and show that it may be applied to other data types including ATAC-seq.
proportions. In addition, like many other quadratic programming-based algorithms, DSA 15 56 has a minimum sample size requirement to perform the estimation, requiring the need for 57 larger datasets.
58
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is characterized by relatively low tumor purity 59 and large amounts of desmoplastic stroma. Therefore, identifying tumor-specific 60 alterations in PDAC is a continuing challenge. To perform virtual microdissection and 61 study compartment-specific signatures, we previously deconvolved bulk PDAC samples 62 by adapting the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithm 16 . As a result, we 63 identified two tumor-specific (Basal-like and Classical) and two stroma-specific (Activated 64 and Normal) subtypes, together with exocrine, endocrine and immune compartments.
65
Like other standard NMF applications, the number of factors (K) that the input matrix may 66 be decomposed into must be determined a priori. (Fig. 1c) . With the deconvolved factors at multiple runs of increasing K, factor allowing compartments to be selected at different runs of K (Fig. 1d, Fig. S1a,b) similar to what we found in the microarray dataset (Fig. 1f) . better associated with outcome than B.-C., we then determined a threshold for the ratio 185 (B./C. = 1) to reach optimal accuracy to call subtypes (Fig. 2m) , and optimal significance 186 to differentiate patient outcome (Fig 2n) , similar with previous subtype calls (Fig. 2o ). (Fig. 3a) . In the ICGC dataset, similar to our TCGA PAAD results, we find 203 that ABSOLUTE-based tumor purity, ESTIMATE-based immune and stromal scores 204 correlate with respective DECODER weights (Fig. 3b-d (Fig. 3h) . In addition, the DECODER derived basal and classical 220 weights are differentially associated with patient outcome in ICGC, where survival data is 221 available (Fig. 3i) . These results demonstrated that the DECODER sample weights may 222 faithfully and accurately recapitulate the differences in the biological make-up of a single and iClusters (Fig. 4a) . We then annotated the compartments by examining the 236 associations of sample weights with cancer types, organ systems and previous cluster-237 base calls, and successfully associated 19 of them (Fig. 4b-d) .
238
Ten compartments were found to show uniquely higher weights in single cancer types, (Fig. 3b) . Similarly, we found the sample 245 weights for these compartments to be dominantly highest for ten respective ATAC-seq 246 clusters and iClusters (Fig. 4c,d ). This suggests that DECODER identified these 247 compartments to be specifically associated with ten cancers, similar to the conclusion in types, all of the downloaded samples were used for the de novo deconvolution analysis.
375
The normalized ATAC-seq counts within the pan-cancer peak set were downloaded 
385
A summary for datasets involved in this study is provided in Supplementary Table S1 .
386
NMF seed training.
387
To handle the stochastic nature of the NMF, a stable gene weight seed was trained before Fig. 1b The resultant primary compartments were colored, with the dropped factors, secondary and 560 unstable compartments denoted by black circles. Each factor is labeled by the number of factors 561
(K) at current run, a dot and the algorithm assigned random factor number from 1 to K. 562 
